
Creative Writing Workshop II 

August 2 – 5, 2016  

Mon to Fri, 14:30 to 17:00 

Course Objectives 

 

This creative writing workshop aims to bring to students the kind of imagination and passion for 

creative writing that can be kindled in young writers everywhere. 

 

Course Structure 

 

Continuing in the spirit of the foundations offered in the Creative Writing Workshop 1, we begin 

with an overview of the different genres and their fluidity within creative writing, learning about 

their unique historical origins and how these histories continue to inform their structures. In our 

first two workshops, we look at both founding and advanced elements of Fiction, looking in 

detail at character, setting, and point of view in short stories. In our next two workshops, we shift 

focus to a second genre in English, widely called CNF, or Creative Non-Fiction. This is an 

increasingly popular genre of literary writing, and we will be identifying advanced techniques 

within the genre.  

 

Course materials will be provided and students are encouraged to bring along their favourite 

pieces for sharing and discussion. The class size will be limited to ensure individual attention is 

given to each student and encourage maximum interaction and creativity. While this course 

includes materials and sharing by writers who want to further explore their own realms of fiction 

and creative non-fiction, beginners will also find the imaginative range of course materials and 

structure suitable to introduce them to the creative written arts. 

 

This course is co-hosted by HKU's groundbreaking Moving Poetry programme and will be held 

in the University’s unique Black Box Theatre space. 

 

Both Creative Writing Workshop 1 and Creative Writing Workshop 2 courses are suitable for all 

levels, including beginners. Students who wish to continue in creative writing after completion 

of CWW1 (or other creative writing courses and workshops) may enroll in CWW2 for deeper 

involvement in creative writing exchanges. 

 

 

 

 


